Una Europa Doctoral Programme
in Cultural Heritage
(Una-Her-Doc)
Announcement
Launching of the Programme & Information Webinar
July 2, 2021, 14h CEST

Register for the Webinar
until June 27, 2021

Join our Una Europa ecosystem in Cultural Heritage!
We are happy to inform you that our Una Europa Doctoral Programme in Cultural Heritage (Una-Her-Doc) is open for application,
for the first generation of Doctoral Candidates starting their studies in 2021/2022 academic year.

Presentation of the Una-Her-Doc
Concept
Una-Her-Doc programme is offered by all eight Una Europa universities. It is open to Doctoral candidates who would
simultaneously be enrolled in two Una Europa universities, through bilateral agreements of co-supervision. Aside from a double
or joint doctoral degree from these two universities, Una-Her-Doc awards a Certificate on Cultural Heritage co-signed by all the
eight Una Europa universities to Doctoral Candidates who fulfilled programme’s requirements.
Una-Her-Doc programme aims at contributing to interdisciplinarity; internationalization of learning; international networking and
co-creation of a transnational research ecosystem in Cultural Heritage.
It offers innovative educational formats, alternative forms of transnational mobilities – digital and virtual; multilingualism.
The programme ambitions to contribute to the education of experts in different fields of Cultural Heritage for jobs in academia,
consultancy, NGOs, heritage and culture institutions, the private sector, European administration, etc. and to the creation of
European profiles for young professionals who aspire to work in a European and international environment in relation to Cultural
Heritage.
It aims at facilitating contacts and learning from European professionals from the Cultural Heritage sector. It offers high quality
interdisciplinary educational materials co-produced by Una Europa universities.
The programme ambitions to create international cohorts of Doctoral candidates, regularly interacting with each other, in PhD
workshops, transnational research teams or joint courses and seminars.
Una-Her-Doc programme offers flexible and adjustable contents, allowing the Doctoral candidates to build their own doctoral
career in concert with their supervisors and cosupervisors.
Teaching team
Teaching team of the Una-Her-Doc involves many thesis supervisors, professors and researchers from all the eight Una
Europa universities, working in the field of cultural heritage studies. Many well renowned academics outside Una Europa and
professionals from the cultural heritage field, will also be involved as the guest lecturers within different courses proposed in the
programme.

Study Programme & Courses
The framework of the study programme contains:
• Co-supervision by two co-supervisors in two Una Europa universities.
• Annual presentation of the progress to the Cultural Heritage expert Committee.
• 12-months (cumulative) mobility to the Host university.
• Possibility of additional mobility within the Consortium or outside, including internship.
• Possibility of teaching experience.
• Active participation in one of the Una Europa research teams.
• Mandatory & elective courses.
Mandatory Courses

Elective Courses

Introductory “founding theories” seminars
Methodology seminars
PhD Workshop
Research Teams seminars
Language classes
Pre-defense in front of the Cultural Heritage expert committee

PhD Master Class
Summer Camps
Blended interdisciplinary “project workshops”
Professional Certificate

To whom Una-Her-Doc is addressed
Una-Her-Doc is addressed to Doctoral candidates of different disciplinary backgrounds:
• who wish to enroll in one of the eight Una Europa universities and co-enroll to another Una Europa university
• whose PhD research project is related to cultural heritage studies
• who aspire to a European career in the field of cultural heritage
• who desire to experience truly transnational and interdisciplinary learning

How to apply to Una-Her-Doc
1. Contact a PhD supervisor in one of the 8 universities of Una Europa (which will be the Home university).
2. If the PhD project corresponds to Una-Her-Doc requirements (a qualitative and innovative project in the field of cultural
heritage), the supervisor might recommend a co-supervisor in another Una Europa University (the Host university).
3. Submit the application to enroll in the Home university, following this university’s deadlines. After enrolment to Home
university, a bilateral co-supervision agreement will be prepared between the two universities.
4. In parallel, the supervisor and co-supervisor will recommend the Doctoral candidate to the Una-Her-Doc Committee.
Applications for the 2021/2022 academic year, for Una-Her-Doc Programme, are open until December 31, 2021.
*Applicants are advised to contact their potential Home university to confirm individual programme deadlines
For all the information about the programme, application documents and procedure:
Professor Maria Gravari-Barbas, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne: maria.gravari-barbas@wanadoo.fr
Post-doc Isidora Stanković, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne: Isidora.Stankovic@univ-paris1.fr

